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Dandelion Wishes 

  
Stamps:  Dandelion Wishes, Broadway Birthday    
Ink: Tuxedo Black Memento, Stampin’ Blends: Night of Navy Combo, Cherry Cobbler Combo 
Cardstock:  Whisper White Thick, Whisper White, Basic Black 
Accessories:  SNAIL, Liquid Glue, Medium Whisper White Envelopes, Embossing Buddy, Clear 
Stampin’ Emboss Powder, Heat Tool, Dazzling Diamonds Glitter, Tear & Tape Adhesive 
Measurements:  
Whisper White Thick card base: 4 ¼” x 11”, scored at 5 ½” 
Whisper White focal image layer: 3 ½” x 4 ¾” x 2 Basic Black mat layer: 3 5/8” x 4 7/8”x 2 
Whisper White for pop out: 1 ¾” x 2”, scored at ½”, 1”, 1 ½”  to stamp and cut candles: scrap 
 
Stamping tips: 
Rub white focal image layer for front with Embossing Buddy. Ink dandelion stamp with 
Versamark, pressing the pad to just the blooms but not the stems. Stamp a couple of sets of 
blooms on layer. Sprinkle with Clear Embossing Powder. Heat with Heat Tool. 
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Use Night of Navy and Cherry Cobbler Stampin’ Blends to color diagonal slashes of color across front 
focal image layer and embossed fireworks bursts. Add tiny dots of liquid glue to centers and sparkles 
of fireworks bursts. 

 
Sprinkle with Dazzling Diamonds Glitter. Tap off excess back into container. 

 
Stamp greeting and candles with Tuxedo Black ink. 

 
Adhere layer to Basic Black layer with SNAIL. Adhere to card front with SNAIL. 
 
Repeat diagonal coloring with Stampin’ Blends on remaining white layer. Stamp inside sentiment from 
Broadway Birthday with black ink. Adhere to black layer with SNAIL. Adhere inside card with SNAIL 
with lower edge of layers just above the bottom edge of the card. 
 



 

 

Fold pop-out along scored lines. Adhere to the inside of front layer just at the fold with Tear & Tape 
Adhesive. Adhere other end to top of inside of card just at the fold with Tear & Tape Adhesive. Close 
card to fold and flatten the pop-out. It may fold itself slightly differently than the middle scored line, but 
that’s ok. 

 
Stamp with black ink and cut out three candles and three flames using Broadway Lights dies. Adhere 
flames to candles with liquid glue. Add a thin layer of liquid glue to the flames. Sprinkle with Dazzling 
Diamonds Glitter. Adhere to pop out with liquid glue. 

 
To add slashes of color to the envelope flap, lay a piece of scrap paper between the flap and the rest 
of the envelope. Stamp with black candles and flames, if desired. 
Stamp front of envelope to match card if desired. 
 


